This paper investigates the properties of the Panel-Corrected Standard Error (PCSE) estimator. The PCSE estimator is commonly used when working with time-series, cross-sectional (TSCS) data. In an influential paper, Beck and Katz (1995) (henceforth BK) demonstrated that FGLS produces coefficient standard errors that are severely underestimated. They report Monte Carlo experiments in which the PCSE estimator produces accurate standard error estimates at no or little loss in efficiency compared to FGLS. Our study further investigates the properties of the PCSE estimator. We first reproduce the main experimental results of BK using their Monte Carlo framework. We then show that the PCSE estimator does not perform as well when tested in data environments that better resemble "practical research situations." When (i) the explanatory variable(s) are characterized by substantial persistence, (ii) there is serial correlation in the errors, and (iii) the time span of the data series is relatively short, coverage rates for the PCSE estimator frequently fall between 80 and 90 percent. Further, we find many "practical research situations" where the PCSE estimator compares poorly with FGLS on efficiency grounds.
I.

Introduction
Empirical studies frequently employ data consisting of repeated time-series observations on fixed, cross-sectional units. While providing a rich amount of information, time-series cross-sectional (TSCS) data are likely to be characterized by complex error structures. The application of OLS to data with nonspherical errors produces inefficient coefficient estimates, and the corresponding standard error estimates are biased. In contrast, GLS produces coefficient and standard error estimates that are efficient and unbiased, respectively, given certain assumptions. Two such assumptions are (i) the error covariance structure is correctly specified, and (ii) the elements of the error covariance matrix are known. Feasible GLS (FGLS) is used when the structure of the error covariance matrix is known, but its elements are not. The finite sample properties of FGLS are analytically indeterminate. Beck and Katz (1995) (henceforth, BK) use Monte Carlo methods to study the performance of FGLS in a statistical environment characterized by (i) groupwise heteroscedasticity, (ii) first-order serial correlation, and (iii) contemporaneous cross-sectional correlation. They dub the corresponding FGLS estimator "Parks" (after Parks [1967] ). BK report three major findings:
1.
FGLS (Parks) produces dramatically inaccurate coefficient standard errors. 2.
An alternative estimator, based on OLS but using "panel-corrected standard errors," (henceforth, PCSE) produces accurate coefficient standard errors. 3.
The efficiency advantage of FGLS (Parks) over PCSE is at best slight, except in extreme cases of cross-sectional correlation, and then only when the number of time periods (T) is at least twice the number of cross-section units (N).
BK conclude that the PCSE estimator provides accurate standard error estimation with little loss in efficiency relative to FGLS (Parks) , except in extreme cases of heteroscedasticity or cross-sectional correlation that are unlikely to be encountered in practice (Beck and Katz, 1995, page 645) . BK has been very influential. A recent count identified approximately 900 Web of Science citations. 1 The PCSE estimator is now included as a standard procedure in many statistical software packages, including STATA, GAUSS, RATS, and Shazam.
This paper provides Monte Carlo evidence disputing the claim that the PCSE estimator always provides accurate standard error estimation, and does so at little cost to efficiency in "practical research situations." 2 The paper proceeds as follows. Section II describes the experimental data generating process and main performance measures employed by BK. Section III reports our successful attempts to replicate BK's main findings. Section IV discusses how we generalize BK's Monte Carlo methodology to better represent "practical research situations." Sections V and VI report the results of our attempts to replicate BK's results using this more realistic testing environment. Section VII concludes.
II. Description of BK's Methodology
The experimental framework. BK build their Monte Carlo analysis around the following TSCS model:
(1) Following Parks (1967) , they allow NT Ω to consist of (i) groupwise heteroscedasticity; (ii) common, first-order serial correlation; 3 and (iii) crosssectional (spatial) correlation. Specifically, 
where X and ỹ are the Prais-transformed observations of the explanatory and dependent variables, and Ω and Σ are defined in Equation (2). BK compare the (i) Parks and (ii) PCSE estimates of 1 β using two performance measures. The first performance measure quantifies the accuracy of the analytic formulae used to estimate coefficient standard errors. For each estimator (Parks and PCSE), BK calculate the following "Overconfidence" measure:
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An "Efficiency" value less than 100 indicates that PCSE is less efficient than Parks.
III. Replication of BK's Results
Replication of BK's Table 4 . Table 4 in BK (Beck and Katz, 1995, page 
Observations of the independent variable, z it , are generated using the same distribution as the error terms.
5
Column 4 of TABLE 1 reproduces BK's findings from their paper. Note that the PCSE estimator achieves "Overconfidence" values very close to 100. Column 5 reports the results of our efforts to replicate BK's findings. We obtain virtually identical results. Column 6 reports "Coverage Rates." These are the percent of replications (out of 1000) where the respective 95% confidence intervals include the population value of 1 β . All of the coverage rates are close to 95. These findings provide support for BK's conclusion about the performance of their PCSE estimator: "Panel-corrected standard errors performed excellently in these experiments. They were always within 10% of the true variability, even under conditions of extremely high heteroscedasticity and 4 Footnote 21 in BK discuss how they calculate "Heteroscedasticity." Our replication follows a very similar procedure and uses the same measure of "Heteroscedasticity." Once the groupwise variances are determined, the cross-sectional covariances are easily calculated from the given cross-sectional correlation value by
5 BK state that the "errors were then generated so that the variances and covariances of the errors were proportional to the variances and covariances of the independent variables" (page 641). We replicated their results using various proportionality factors and found that the results were invariant to the proportionality factor.
contemporaneous correlation of the errors. In a typical research situation, we would expect PCSEs to be off by only a few percentage points" (page 641).
Replication of BK's Table 5 . Table 5 in BK (Beck and Katz, 1995, page 642) reports the results of Monte Carlo experiments that demonstrate that the PCSE estimator generally performs as well as the Parks estimator on the grounds of efficiency, except when there is severe cross-sectional correlation. In these experiments, (i) N=10,15,20, (ii) T=10,20,30,40; (iii) there is no serial correlation, and (iv) "Contemporaneous Correlation" takes values 0, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. 6 Observations of the independent variable, z it , are simulated from a standard normal distribution, assuming the individual z it observations are independent of each other and the error terms.
The top panel of TABLE 2 reproduces BK's findings from their paper. Note that the PCSE estimator achieves "Efficiency" values greater than or equal to 100 when "Contemporaneous Correlation" is either 0 or 0.25. When Contemporaneous Correlation equals 0.50, the PCSE estimator is slightly less efficient than the Parks estimator. Only when Contemporaneous Correlation equals 0.75, a value unlikely to be encountered in actual practice according to BK (cf. page 642), is the PCSE estimator substantially less efficient than the Parks estimator, and then only when T is twice N.
The bottom panel of TABLE 2 reports the results of our efforts to replicate BK. Once again, we are able to replicate their results very closely. On the basis of findings such as these, BK conclude:
is, as expected, more efficient than Parks when the errors are uncorrelated (spherical).
But even when the average correlation of the errors rises to .25, [PCSE] remains slightly more efficient than Parks. Parks becomes more efficient than [PCSE] when average contemporaneous correlations rise to .50, but this advantage is noticeable only when the number of time points is at least double the number of units. Even here, the efficiency advantage of Parks is under 20%. Only when the average contemporaneous correlation of the errors rises to .75 is the advantage of Parks marked, and then only when T is twice N" (page 642). 7 6 BK do not explicitly state how they calculate the groupwise variances for their Table 5 . We used a group-specific variance structure based on an actual TSCS dataset. Further details are given below. 7 The original quote refers to OLS rather than PCSE. This is because PCSE can be thought of as applying OLS to the Prais-transformed variables (cf. Equation 4). NOTE: N equals 15 in all experiments. "Overconfidence" is defined in Equation (5) in the text. Column (4) reproduces BK's results from their Table 4 (Beck and Katz, 1995, page 642) . Column (6) reports the results of our efforts to replicate their findings. "Coverage Rate" reports the percent of 95% confidence intervals (out of 1000 replications) that contained the true population parameter in the respective experiment. IV.
Generalizing the Methodology to "Practical Research Situations"
BK emphasize repeatedly that their Monte Carlo experiments attempt to replicate "practical research situations." While they do not define exactly what they mean by this, it no doubt includes setting values for the elements of NT Ω that are judged to be representative of values researchers are likely to encounter using real TSCS data sets.
Rather than guessing at the values of ρ and ,ij σ  ,
researchers are likely to encounter in "practical research situations," our study uses values estimated from real TSCS data sets. TABLE 3 identifies the twelve TSCS data sets used for our analyses. These represent a diverse number of empirical applications, from the relationship between taxes and the size of the government sector in studies of economic growth of both states and countries, to the relationship between the size of the trading partners and the amount of bilateral trade they undertake, to the effect of disasters on the economic growth of countries, to the determinants of revenues and number of patients for Taiwanese dentists.
To obtain representative values for
NT Ω , we regress the respective dependent variable on the corresponding independent variables listed in the table. In all cases, we include group fixed effects in the estimation of the residuals. In some cases we also include time fixed effects, which should diminish the size of the cross-sectional covariances (Roodman, 2006) . The associated residuals are used to estimate the elements of NT Ω , as would be done in conventional FGLS(Parks) estimation. These estimates are then used as the population values for the subsequent Monte Carlo analyses. Further details are given in Appendix A.
Using realistic values for the elements of NT Ω is important if one is serious about conducting experiments that are designed to represent "practical research situations." With respect to the elements of NT Ω , the challenge in setting realistic values lies in the fact that there are
For example, when 20 N  , there are 211 elements in NT Ω . Each must be given a population value for the Monte Carlo experiments. Unfortunately, theory offers little guidance as to which of these elements, or which relationships between elements, are most significant for the performance of the estimators in finite samples. 
V.
Further Replication of BK's Table 4 BK's Table 4 results demonstrated the accuracy of the PCSE estimator in estimating coefficient standard errors using a simulated explanatory variable and an error variance-covariance structure with no serial correlation. We continue to use the set of values for the elements of NT Ω that they used, but we now use an explanatory variable that is characterized by a high degree of persistence (i.e., the correlation between z t and z t-1 is greater than 0.90). We then show the consequences of increasing serial correlation in the errors.
Our TABLE 4 reports the results of these additional experiments, where we focus on coverage rates for expository convenience. The numbers in the table represent averages across the experiments using the twelve data sets. Column 4 maintains the assumption of no serial correlation in the errors. A comparison with Column 6 of TABLE 1 shows that there is only a small effect of using an explanatory variable with a large degree of persistence when there is no serial correlation in the errors. However, as serial correlation in the errors increases (Columns 5 through 7), coverage rates decrease. The effect is exacerbated by T. When T is small (T=10) and serial correlation in the errors is severe (ρ=0.9), coverage rates fall to approximately 70 percent.
The preceding analysis employs the greatly simplified error structure used by BK. The next set of experiments investigates the effects of using error structures that are representative of actual TSCS data sets. For example, rather than imposing a constant cross-sectional correlation value for all pairs of groups, we allow the data to suggest plausible ranges of values. Following BK, we continue to focus on the N=15 case.
For each value of T, we have twelve data sets (except when T=40, because one of our data sets is less than 40 years long). Each of these data sets has its own unique error structure. We take representative values for these and use them as population values in the corresponding Monte Carlo experiments.
Our TABLE 5 summarizes the results of these experiments by T and ρ. The numbers in the table represent the average coverage rate for the experiments for a given T/ ρ cell. For example, there were seven experiments where T=10 and the original TSCS data set was characterized by a ρ value less than 0.2. The average coverage rate for these experiments was 91.6 percent. Not all cells had entries. For example, none of the T=10 experiments had a value for ρ greater than 0.6. We see the same patterns here that we observed in TABLE 4 above. Coverage rates are generally decreasing in serial correlation, and inversely related to T. Results for individual TSCS data sets are reported in Appendix B.
We conclude from these experiments that the PCSE estimator has difficulty estimating coefficient standard errors when there is substantial persistence in the explanatory variable(s) and the errors are serially correlated. Using parameters drawn from real TSCS data sets, we find coverage rates close to 85 percent for moderate values of serial correlation in the errors (0.2 < ρ < 0.6) when T=10, and for more severe serial correlation (ρ > 0.6) when T=20. While these coverage rates are considerably better than those produced by FGLS(Parks), they fall short of the performance suggested by the experiments reported in BK.
VI.
Further Replication of BK's Table 5 The next set of experiments investigate the efficiency of the PCSE estimator relative to FGLS (Parks) . As in the immediately preceding set of experiments, we again use error structures derived from "real" TSCS data sets. The results of these experiments are reported in In other words, there is little efficiency loss to using PCSE versus FGLS (Parks) . Note that some of the cells are empty, as no experiments fit the respective cell characteristics.
The major difference between these replications and those from TABLE 2 is that there are now substantial efficiency losses even when the cross-sectional correlations are substantially less than 0.75. For example, when N=10, T=20, and the average of the absolute value of the cross-sectional correlations lies between 0.25 and 0.50, the PCSE estimator is approximately 40 percent less efficient than FGLS (Parks) . As T increases, the relative efficiency of the PCSE estimator diminishes further. Results for individual TSCS data sets are reported in Appendix C.
As indicated by the number of experiments represented in each cell, there are many "practical research situations" where the PCSE estimator performs substantially worse than the Parks estimator on the dimension of efficiency. While there are situations where the PCSE estimator can buy better estimation of coefficient standard errors at virtually no cost to efficiency -namely, when T is the same or very close to N -this result should not be generally expected. More generally, the researcher should expect a tradeoff between reliable coverage rates and efficiency.
VII. Conclusion
In their well-cited paper, Beck and Katz (1995) (henceforth BK) demonstrate that FGLS(Parks) greatly underestimates coefficient standard errors when applied to TSCS data in finite samples with complex error structures. They develop an alternative estimator, the PCSE estimator, that they claim provides accurate standard error estimation with no loss in efficiency relative to FGLS (Parks) , except in extreme cases that are unlikely to be encountered in practice. In their words, "Monte Carlo evidence shows that panel-corrected standard errors perform extremely well, even in the presence of complicated panel error structures. The Monte Carlo evidence also shows that [PCSE] parameter estimates are themselves, at worst, not much inferior to the Parks parameter estimates.
Thus the costs of the inaccurate Parks standard errors are in no sense paid for by the superiority of the Parks estimator of the model parameters" (page 635).
This study investigates these claims using a Monte Carlo framework identical to the one employed by BK.
We are able to reproduce BK's results when we use the same experimental parameters that they employ. However, when we use parameters that more closely resemble "practical research situations," we find that the PCSE estimator falls short of the claims made by BK. Specifically, when the explanatory variable(s) is characterized by substantial persistence, our experiments produce coverage rates of 85 percent (for 95 percent confidence intervals) in the presence of moderate serial correlation in the errors (0.2 < ρ < 0.6) when T=10; and for more severe serial correlation (ρ > 0.6) when T=20. While these coverage rates are substantially better than those produced by FGLS (Parks) , researchers should be aware that the PCSE estimator will tend to underestimate standard errors, and over-reject hypotheses, when used in these situations.
In addition, we find many "practical research situations" where the PCSE estimator is substantially less efficient than FGLS (Parks) . For example, when N=10, T=20, and the average of the absolute value of the cross-sectional correlations lies between 0.25 and 0.50, the PCSE estimator is approximately 40 percent less efficient than FGLS (Parks) . As T increases, the relative efficiency of the PCSE estimator diminishes even further. As our analysis of individual data sets show, cross-sectional correlation in this range is quite common.
We emphasize that our analysis should in no way be taken as an endorsement of FGLS(Parks) for estimating coefficient standard errors. BK correctly demonstrate that FGLS(Parks) performs abysmally in many, if not most, "practical research situations." PCSE almost always provides improvement, often dramatic improvement, over FGLS (Parks) when it comes to estimating standard errors. It's just that the PCSE estimator is not as accurate as claimed by BK.
Furthermore, the claim that PCSE provides a way of obtaining better performance on standard error estimation at no cost to efficiency is only generally true when the number of time periods is close to the number of groups (T is close to N). When T > N, it is quite common to find "practical research situations" where the PCSE estimator entails a substantial loss in efficiency.
The findings of this paper are generally supportive of the recommendations in Reed and Ye (2010) : When using TSCS data and when the primary focus of the research is efficient coefficient estimation, then FGLS (Parks) should generally be preferred when T > N. 8 Alternatively, if the primary focus is reliable hypothesis testing, then the researcher should use the PCSE estimator, though problems can arise when both the explanatory variables and errors are characterized by significant serial correlation, and the time series is relatively short. 
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NOTE: The top number in each cell is the average "Efficiency" value for the experiments satisfying the respective parameters (T,ρ) for that cell. The value in parentheses reports the number of real TSCS data sets (see TABLE 3) underlying the results for that cell. As there are twelve TSCS data sets, there are twelve experiments for each row, except when T=40, because one of the data sets is less than 40 years in length. The primary difference between the experiments underlying this table and those underlying TABLE 2 is that the error variancecovariance matrix, including the cross-sectional correlation of the errors, is representative of those from real TSCS data sets. Details are provided in the text.
APPENDIX A Description of Procedure For Simulating TSCS Data Resembling
Those Encountered In "Practical Research Situations"
Suppose we want to generate an artificial panel data set with N cross-sectional units and T time periods. We want this data to "look like" the kind of data likely to be encountered in actual research. We assume a DGP that consists of a linear model with a Parks-style (Parks, 1967) error structure:
where y i and z i are 1 T  vectors of observations on the dependent and independent variables for the i , that are representative of "real" TSCS data sets. The starting point is an actual TSCS data set consisting of a large number of individual units and a long time series. For expositional purposes, let us assume that the data are balanced and that we have 40 years of observations stretching from 1960-1999. We select N units from this TSCS data set. Next, we choose the T-year period, 1960 to (1960+T-1) .
We then estimate a regression model that includes one or more independent variable(s) plus fixed effects. A typical regression specification would look like the following: 2, … ,N; t=1960,1961,…,1960+T-1; and j D is a group dummy variable that takes the value 1 for group j. The residuals from this estimated equation are used to estimate ρ and the ,ij σ  s in the usual manner, as if one were computing a conventional FGLS estimator. Denote the associated estimates from this sample as  and ,11 ,12 , ,21 ,22
We repeat this process for every possible, T-contiguous year sample contained within the 40 years of data from 1960-1999 [i.e., 1960-(1960+T-1), 1961-(1961+T-1), 1962-(1962+T-1), …, (1999-T+1)-1999] . This produces a total of 40-T+1 estimates of ρ and Σ , one for each T-contiguous year sample. We then average these to obtain "grand means" ρ and Σ . Our "representative" NT NT  error structure, NT Ω , is then constructed as follows: where ,11 ,12 , ,21 ,22 , ,
1N
,2N
, and
This becomes the population error covariance matrix used for the associated Monte Carlo experiment. Note that every element of NT Ω is based on error covariance matrices estimated from actual panel data. In this sense,
NT
Ω
can be said to be "representative" of the kinds of error structures one might encounter in "practical research situations."
This same procedure can be modified in a straightforward manner to conduct Monte Carlo experiments for alternative N and T values from the same TSCS data set. In turn, the same general procedure can be following using other TSCS data sets. Further, alternative error structures can be constructed by including two-way fixed effects. This has the twin advantages of reducing crosssectional dependence and increasing R 2 . 
APPENDIX B Results Underlying
